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1. Introduction 

This paper i8 devoted to the analysíe of a simple non-relativistlc 
model of two-particle decay. Why have we addresoed ourselvee with 
euch a problem? In order to answer this queetion, recall first that 
a wide family of decay processes, epontaneoue or induced, ~e observed 
in different areas ranging from particle to molecular physics. As a 
rule, they represent one of our primary eources of physical infor
mation. 

On the other hend, the state of arte in the quantum theoretical 
deecription of decay processes does not always correepond to their 
important role. It is true that most of them can be treated effecti
vely by simple methods whose origin can be traced beck to the foun
ding fathere of quantum mechanice/1,2/. However, a lot 01 problema 
arise immediately when we try to go beyond the accuracy of these 
methode, which represent in a eense the firet-order approximation, 
and to formulate the decay theory on rigorous grounds. A sketch of 
such e theory with an extensiva bibliography can be found in Chape.1-3 
of Ref.3, but a number of open problema persisto In this eituation, 
we regard 8 thorough treatment of varioue decay modele as a way which 
can give ua a deeper insight and atimulate development of the theory. 

According to our opinion, there are two sorte 'of open problema 
which deserve a particular attentioul~/. The first of them concerna 
a consistent relativistic description of decays. Starting. from the 
!irst principIes, one can construct a general quantum-kinematlcal 
framework/5,6/, but the choice of the functions which determine the 
decay law and other meaeurable quantities haa only an indirect justi
fication based on similarities with non-relativietic ayetems and 
heuristic consideratione. We met this problem in a recent study con
cerning the effectB of localization on proton decay/7/. There is no 
model, up to OUI knowledge, of a relativistic quantum field theory, 
which would illustrate appearance of a Breit-Wigner-type aneatz on 
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dynamical grounds. We intend to discuss this question later in more 
detail. 

At the present time, however, we are going to work within the 
non-relativistic quantum mechanics. The situation is much better hera; 
in many cases we are able to treat unstable systems rigorously, and 
at the Bame time more or less realistically. To be specific, let us 
mention the dilation-analytic teChnique/8- 12/ or the tunneling decay 
models/13- 16/. A common mathematical core of theso and other studies 
is the perturbetion theory of the eigenvalues which "dissolve" in the 
continuous spectrum once the perturbation is turned on. The Bacana 
one of the important open questions mentioned above concerns the 
search for alternative techniques of solving this problem/4/ . 

After this introduction, let us turn to the contenta of the pre
sent paper. We are going to treat in detail a two-particle decay with 
the simplest possible interaction Hamil tonian. It bears a close simi
larity to the lowest sector of the Lee model/17/. The decay of the 
V-partic,le have been d í.acuaaed many times in this framework, e.g., 
in Refs.18-22, and the essential idea can be traced back to the 
Friedrichs' pape~23/. Hence the resulta we are going to derive are 
hardly surprising. Nevertheless, none of the existing treatmente can 
be regarded as complete or entirely aatisfactory, and we hope to fill 
the gaps. At the same time, a careful analysis o~ this problem repre
sents a good starting point to discussion of more complicated decay 
modele. 

The model i8 described in Section 2. In the next section, we 
discuss its traneformation properties with respect to the Galilei 
group -g . Using the atandard representation theory of j? , one can 
write easily the projective representatlon qf f which suits to our 
problema We deviate, however, from the standard formulation/24/ in 
the matter of time translations. Usually the representations are re
garded as acting on functions of coordinates and ~time ; we prefer 
to expreS8 them by operators acting on the stete Hilbert space only. 
It makes the proof of Theorem 3.1 a bit lengthy, but according to 
our opinion, it ia a proper way how the spacetime transformations of 
8 quantum eJetem should be described. Next we find the conditions 
under which t~e mOdel is Galilei-inveriant ; further on we ahall co~
sider this case only. 

After separating the centre-of-mesa motion in Section 4, we turn 
to discussion of the reduced resolvent which contains the essential 
dynamipal ~nformation. We ahow that under ml1d assumptions about the 
interactlon Hamiltonian, it has a meromorphic structure. The unper
turbed Hamiltonian has a simple eigenvalue embedded in the continuous 
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spectrum ; the corresponding pole shifts under influence of the per
turbation to the second sheet of the analytically continued reduced 
resolvent. Further properties of the solution, such as spectral con
centration~ relation to the scattering theory,etc., will be discussed 
in a sequeI to this paper. 

2. Description of the model 

We are ,going to discuss the aituetion when a heevy particle of mess • 
decaye into two particles of non-zero masses m ; ell of them2 
are assumed to be non-relativistic and spinless."mThe etate Hilbert 
space of such a eyetem i8 

j( = ~u @ Jed 
(2.1) 

L2(R 3) 3) ~ 3)where .:f • refera to the heavy particle and ;rd =L2
(B L2

(1Ru 
to the decay products. Ita elemente ahall be written as 

I ~.. ('Y'u(X) )'lj: 1(X,x 2 ) = ~ (2.2a) 
"x >",2(X, ' X2) 

where X,X 2 € R3 . Since we are going to build the model in such a 
way thet the"Xcentre-of-maBs motion would be free, it is natural to 
identify the heevy particle coordinates with 

-9 m, x, + m2x2X :: - (2.3a)m, +m2 

In view of the Bargmann's euperaelection rule/24,25/, the masses must 

satiefy 

M = m, + m2 
(2.3b) 

otherwise the decay would not occur in a Galilean-covariant theory 
(cf.Remark 3.3 below). The relative motion describes in terms of 

., .. ~ 

x :: x2 - x , m=~ (2.4)m, + m2 

Using these var1ables, we can eet ~d(x,i) := ~'2(i"X2) and write 
the state vectora as 

~ ( 1L (X) )Y!': ~'(X,x) = TU (2.2b) 
~d(X,x) 

Next one haa to choose Hamiltonien of the modelo In order to mak. the 
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decay energetically possible, the free energy of the heavy'particle 
must be shifted on a positive constant E. It corresponds to the ener
gy released in the decay ~f a relativistic particle of rest maee MO: 
= m, + m2 + E/c2 ; if E« mjc

2 for j = t, 2 , then the heavy-particle 
energy is 

• -2(M~c 4 + p2 c2) , /2 2	 2 p2
m,c +m 2c +E+ 2(m + O(c )

1+m2) 

Motivated by this argument, we choose 

H g = HO + gV	 (2.5) 

where the free Hamiltonian	 is 

E - 2ii~l: O( ,	 )HO =	 (2.6a) 
O - _1_.ó, _ -'-A 

2m, x, 2m2 %2 
and the interaction Hamiltonian will be specified a little later. The 
Laplacians here are underetood as self-adjoint operatore, i.e., with 
the domains consisting of thoae l' (;L2(R3) for which Alf existe in 
the sense of distributions (cf.Ref.27, Sec.IX.7). Furthermore, the 

) - 1 ()-1operator -(2m, ~ - 2m2 A is easily seen to be e.s.a. (Ref.27,x, x2
 
Sec.VIII.10). We rewrite the free Hamiltonian using the coordinatee
 
(2.3), i.e., as the self-adjoint operator
 

1 O) E- 2iiAx 
HO = (2.6b)( 

O - dMAX - ~mt1x 
In fact, the two operators are uni tarily equivalent by mens. of U: 
(U~)(i,x)= ~(X1'X2) , but we prefer to apeak about the same operator 
in different coordinates. The interaction Hamiltonian is chosen in 
the simplest possible way, namely 

J v(Y) Y'd (X,Y) dY) 
V: (V,)(f,i) = n3	 

(2.7)( 
v(x) 'Y'u eX)
 

2(R 3)
where v€ L ia a given real-valued function~ Using Fubini theo
rem and HõLde r inequality,	 one finds easily IIV~II~ IIvlt/lV:1I for alI 

2-norm.
Y:E:I(, where I/vII is the L The equality ia achieved, e.g., if 
'lfd zeO • Hence V ie a bounded operator, IIV-" = /lv/l , which is, further
more, Bymme~ric due to the real-val~ednesB of v. We conclude : 

Proposition 2.' For a real co~pling conetant g, the operator H 
g 
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La self-adjoint on the domain D(H = D(HO) consisting of alI 'lJ' (E 11(g)
for which HO~ exists in -the sense of distributions. 

Before proceeding f~rther, let us ahow how the state vectore 
look like in the p-rcpresent~tion. I! ~1'~2 are the iight-particle 
momenta, then 

-P .... .... 

P = p, + P2	 (2.8à) 

m,P2 - m2P;~p	 (2.8b)
14 

are conventionally the centre-of-mBss and the. relative mQmentum, res
pectively. As above, P ie identified	 with momentum of the heavy par

6)ticle. For an arhi trary ~. € Y(IR') ~ Y(1R , we define 

f CP) ) ( (2~)-3/2 f e-iP.i.lf, (X) di ) 
A ~ u 3 u
 
'Jt.(P,p) :: := IR ~ ~ ; (2.9)
(- -~(P,p) (21/)-3! e-i(P.X+p.x) Y'd(i,x) dXdx 

R6 
this traneformation extends by continuity to the op~rator F: 1f~ Jt • 
In other words, we define 

F := F3 63 1'6	 (2. , O) 

L2 n)where F denoteu the Fourier-Plâncherel operator on ( lR ; this n 
relation ShOW8 that F is unitary. In what follows, we shall mostly 
write F1f = ~ t hav í.ng in	 mind that f = l.i.m. (in for some sequen

n~~h	 I 

ce with auitably reeularized integraIs if r doe e not belong to 
L 2n L' . The free Hamiltonian acquires in the p-representation form 

of the matriX(. mu.L~~Plication,) 
E+ 2.M O 

FHoF-' = p2 .... 2 • ( 2. , , ) 

O 2M +~ 
As for the interaction Hamiltonian, we have to express the vector 

FV~.	 '~d L~,y)It holda obviously F6v!?'u = v1f'u"'..... . For a function rd : ~ .. = 
n .., -# 3 2 3 

= L Y,1k(X)Y'2k(y) with 'Jtlk€Y(IR) and -Y2k€ L (IR ) , the first row 
k=1 

in (2.7) equa Ls 

n -t n::t " A

L. 1f1 k ( X) (v , 1f2k ) = L. 'Y' 1k ( Á )( V , lf2k ) 
k=1	 k=l 

Applying to this the operator F3, we get 
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n .... "'A J~~ ~ .. ~ 
!..1f1k(P)(v'~2k) = v(k)~d(P,k) dk 

k=l R3 
6)The function ~d of this form are, however, dense in L2

(lR , and 
the operator FV is bounded ; thue the relation 

J $(k)1fd (P,k) dk) 
(PV~)(P,p) = fi3 (2.12)(
 

~(p)1f'u(P) 

holds for a11 ~ é:Jt . 

3. Galilel group tranaformations 

Let ue recall firet some basic facte about the Galilei group 5 ; more 
detailed expoaition can be found, e.g., in Refs.24-26 • It ia a ten
parameter Lie group whose elementa are f =(b,â,v,R) , where R ie 
a 3 x3 orthogonal matrlx. ~ey satiafy the compoeition law 

(b',â',v',R')(b,â,v,R) = (b+b',R'a+ã'~v'b,R'v+y' ,R'R) • (3.1) 

There ie a one-to-one correspondence between the elemente of ç and 
spacetime tranaformations. In thls way, the light-particle coordina
teB traneform under f íõ J to 

~j = Rx + vt + á j = 1,2 (3.2) 

The Dame i8 true for their ce~tre-of-maes poaitlon, 

x' ; RX + vt + ã 0.3a) 

so ite identification wlth the posltion of the heavy particle ia 
Galilei-covariant. On the other hand, the relative coordinate trans
forme ae 

x' = Rt (3.3b) 

Lst ua turn now to transformationa of the state vectors. For the model 
under consideration, the .following assertion holde : 

Theorem 3.1 : There is a unitary projective repreaentation of S 
on ~ defined by 

" . ... ... .... .. 
(U(b,a,v,R)~)(X,x) = 

(i r=,2 -'t ....... ]
eXPl.'2IlLv b + v. (2X-a) 

? 
J x 

iHgt -1 ~.. .... -1 .... x (e ~) ( R ( X+ vb - a) ,R x) 
(3.4) 

6 

for all J'eJ and !I:€1f. Its multiplier equa La 

'~ri ( .... , ,..,. .... ' .. , ........ ' "t (3. 5e)
o (f ,j) = eXvt'2M v.R a-a .R v-R v ,» b)J 

Proof of the theorem requires en auxiliary Bssertion 

LemIDa ,.2: The re1ation 

(ei Hgb' e(1/2)M[v
2

'c + l.(2X-â)] e-iHgb~)(X,x) = 
0.6a) 

e (1/2)M[v2(b+'c ') +~. (2x-â)],\?(X+Vb', x) 

~: It ia clear1y sufficient to check the relalion (3.68) for 
b = O , â = O • It ia useful -t o paes to the p-representation. We denote 
J\ -1H = FHgF ; then 1 t ia equivalent to 

g 

(eiHgb ' SMv e-iRg'o i) (P, p) = e (i/2 )My 2b '+ib ' \1. i\SMV~)(P, p) , (3. 6'c)' 

where Sk la the shifting operator 

" :!.. "' .......

(Siti)(l",p) := ~ (P-k,p) 

The equiva1ence followe from the relations 

~ .. -lb'V.P A ....

(FS_vb'~) (J:',p) = e ':P(P,p)
 

lMv. X~ ........ 2"" -9 ~
 (F e '1t! ) (P, p) =~ (P - Mv , p) 

2 1 ~ 
which can be verified dlrectly for ~ E L n L . ; for a general ~~Jr , 

c 2 1 '" one can alwaya flnd a aequence t,.r., t C L n L auch that ~ conver
h 3Xn6 n 

ges polntwise to ~ av e , in IR xlR • Before proceeding further, we 
n 

must introduce some more noeat on. Let Bn(C() := fxE. lR : Ixl SIX3 , í 

then we denote 

N(/X) ={'1!:-€~.: aUPPJuE.B3(o( ) , eUPP~d€B6.(<<)3 
1\ "A 1'\ 

H « =H + gVO{ , where Voe: is givenPurther we deflne the operBtor g o

by (2.12) with v replaced 'cy
 

h A
 
Vu := V1B (Ci( )


3

1\
N(<<) := PN(~) fulfil the followlngIt lB easy to see that the sete 

condltione 
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1I 

I 

1\ ... ..... 

HON(O() C N(e(') 

fi N(~) c N(max(lI(,!»»	 (3.1)
g~ •
 

S14vN (oe: ) c N(Dl + 141 VI )
 

lor	 an arbi trary ~ € N(a) , the following estimate ia valid 1.. 

'" "2 
11 Hg~1f1l ~ 2!I(E+ ~~)~u1l2 + 2g211f 

R3 
$,a(k)Yd(. ,k) dkl12 + 21!(~=+~)'Â1112+ 

+ 2g211~'&~u1l2 ~ 

2r	 ~ 2 2 '" 2J A 2 [«2 a2 2 2 21 " 2A 
~ 2 L(E+2i) + g lIVfl ll l/V-ull + 2 (2M+2in) + g IIv~lI JlI'V'd ll 

Since II Vj3 /I~ /I~lI = 11 vII, we get the inequali ty 

1I R ,& ~ 1/2 ~ Cc< lIi 112	 
0.8)g


with
 

2. ",2 «2 2 2 2 
CCl( =	 2 (E + 2M + 2m) + 2g /Iv li 

It is eae~ to deduce from here that N(~) consists of analytical vec
tors of Hg~ for any fixed «,ft . In a similar way, we are going to 
check the formula (3.6b) expanding the exponential functions into 
power seriAs. Assum. «~f ' then the relations (3.1) give 

lik s':..íll N(tX) C N(ot ~ Mlvl )
gf> mV g~
 

and 0.8) yields for any 1J' € N(~) the eetimate
 

II " k .... 1 .... /1" k 1" k+l

Hg~SMvHg f3'\j- .... C~+M Ivl CO( 1/11: /I (CC(+M Iv/li'\[ 1I • 

~ence we are allowed to apply the Hauedorff-Baker-Campbell formula 
which gives 

(e i b 'Hgr ~; e-ib 'HgF~) (P,p) 

= (Z (i b : )n [H , [ ... [Hglt ' SMV] ••• ] ~) cP, p)
n=O nr g~ r 
D()	 (i'hb"',un ... 1 ..2n"':P ....L	 ~ (P.v- -2Mv ) ~(.l:'-Mv,p)

n=O n!
 
, ..... (/ )'U...2) " ..
• ib	 (P.v - 1 2 w.V ~(P-M~,p) 

8 

This is true for each ~ ~ f! . lor an arbi trary '':1:: E!II , 
fore choose a sequence f~ ~ such that ~ € N(n) and 

...	 n 6 n3to "i:. pointwis8 a. e. in IR)( IR , and conclude that 

e i b 'Hgp. SM~ e -ib 'Hgp ~ = e (i/2)M~2b '+ib 'v. P ~v 1j 

we can there
i converges

n 

<3.9) 

It remains to perform the limit fi ~oo • We have D(R IJ..) =Dói ) = 
"	 . g~ g

D(R and
O) 

/I Hg~~ - ligi /I ~ Ig 111 v~ -v1111 ~ 11 ~ O 

"" "".ae	 p-"oo for ever-y: lED(HO) , ao Hg~~ H in the strong reBolventg 
sanse (Ref.21, theorem VIII.25). It in turn implies 

e-iRgpt = e-iHgt
 
fi. '7&0
 

s-11m	 (3.10) 

for all tE R (Ref.21, theorem VIII.21). The operator SMV ia boun
ded and operator multiplication ia etrongly aequentially cont1nuous, 
henca the relations (3.6) follow from (3.9) and (3.10). • 

Proof of theorem 3.1: It ie eaey to check that the operatore 0.4) 
are un1tary. We have to show thBt they forro a projective repreeenta

tion of S ' 1.8'., 

U(t')U(/) = 4)(r' 'f)U(r'f)	 (3. 5b) 

where f f ia defined by 0.1) and 'U is a suí, table mul tiplier. By 
detinition, 

(U(b' ,ê' ,v',R ')U(b,ã,;,R)1)(X,x) 

::I exp f~v'. (v'b '+2X - ã')J(eiHgb"U(b,ã,~,R)~) «R ')-1 (X+v'b' -â', (R)-1i ) 

at	 the Bame time, lemma 3.2 givea 

(eiHgb'U(b,ã,v,R) )(Y,I) = 

2(b+b 
:= e <i/2)J4['1 ')+'1. (2X~ã)] (eiHg(b+b ')1f) (R- 1(Y+v(b+b ')-a,R-'y) 

Combining these two relatiolla, we obtain after a atraightforward cal
culation the relation (3.5b) with w given by (3.5a). One can check 
eaa í.Ly that W i8 really 8 multiplier, ~(f",l)4J(!"t"f) = 
= t.J(t',!)4J(t-,..rt) . 11 
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Remark 3.3: Let us return for a moment to the relation (2.3b).Suppo last one, we use rotational invariance of the Lebesgue measure obtai
se that the heavy-particle mesa ia M'. 1~ this case, the upper and ning in this way 
lower components of 1 would transform in a different way : the upper 

i '[~2 ~ ~ ~)Jone would acquire the phaae faotor exp 2M. v b + v. (2,A.-a • Now one 
has to use the identity (O,O,-v,1)(o,-ã,o,1)(O,O,v,I)(O,a,O,I) = 
z (0,0,0,1) ; it ahOW8 that the unit element of 2 would transform 

the vector ~ to 

'f li: (ei.M'â.V lfu) 
eiMâ.~ 'Ifd 

which representa a different state unless M'=M • 

What is the phYBical meaning of the representation U ? Conei
der an observeI' who deBcribea a state of the system.at an instant t 
by the vector V = e-iHgt'lJ' referring to an ini tial condi tion 1f0= 7f •t 
Another observeI' who uses the primed reference frame will describe 
the same state by '~~' , which ia related to ~t by 

'1L' ...... 1/. (3.11a)rt' = U(b,a,v,R)r t 

For eimplicity, assume that tlle clocks of the two observers are syn
chronized, 1.e., t'=t. Then' \f~'=U(-t,a.-vt,y,R)l' sotherelatione 

(3.3) and (3.4) give 

-1-r -. -... ][1~(x' ,~') = e(1/ 2)M 2R v.X +v. (vt+a) ~\(x,x) (3.11b) 

in particular, the squared moduli of the primed and non-primed compo

nents are the same. 
Existence of the representation U alone does ~, however, imply 

Galilean invariance. The latter requires in addition that the eguations 
~tion are form-invariant under changee of the reference frame. 
Suppose thst ~t(".) is a rapidly decressing function, i.e., 
1f e Y (1R3 ) and 1d E .if(1R6 )

u
 
ilt'lft = (Ho+gV)l't g1ve
 

i d 'lI.' ( ... , ::t' e (i/ 2)111dt :t't X ,x ) 

-1 ...,.,..
+ HO'llt)(R (X -vt-a) ,R x) + g •( 

v(R- 1~' )~t (R- 1<i '-vt-a»,u 

, ,
The first three terms are nothing else than (HO~t)(X ,x 

~, 

) • In the 

, then (3.11b) together with the equation 

[ ., 2 ., ..., ~ ] ( 
-v t + v. (2X - s) .t' ~ Mv2~ t - iR-1;. V ~t +x

113 V(Y)'Y't d(R- d'-vt-ã) ,y) dY))
-1 .. , R ' 

1 V(R-1Y')~t d(X',Y')dY')3d ' ' .... ' , ... , -.,.IR t
i dt ~t (X ,x ) = (HO1ft )( X , x ) + g .( 

V(R- 1Y')Y't,u(X') 

J 
t It is clear now that the vector function t ~ ~~ fulfile Schr~d1nger 

equation of the some form as t ~ '~t does if v(x) = v(Ri) • Galilean 
invariance requires therefore the function v to be spherically sym
metric, v<X') = v(Rx) for a Ll, RE 0(3) • 

"In what follows, we trest the Galilean-invariant case only ; we 
assume v(~) =v t (r), where r = IxI and v1 is a real-valued func

L2(R+,r2dr). tion from 

4. Separation of the oentre-otjWBBs mot1on 

The state Hilbert space (2.1) decomposes naturslly into the tensor 
pr.oduct of 8paces referring to relative and centre-rof-mass motion, 
:J(=4tcm~J(rel. With the usu&llicense, we write 

L2(1R3) ~ L2(R 3»)( = ce 6) (4.1) 

where th~ bilinear mapping Sl : L2 (R3»)( (GJ t!lL2(lR3»~.w te defined by 

... (el 1Jix») 
("f ~ (~) )(X,x):= ::1
 

r V-(A) Y'<50
 

one can check eaaily that it haa the required properties/28/. The 
Hamiltonian (2.5) can be then exyressed a6 

H = Hocm@I+If8Hrel (4.2) 
g g 

m 1 reI _ arel + gV withwhere Hg = - ~Ax and Hg - O 

Hr e l = (E (4.3a)10)
 
O O - 2m Â x
 t

,~. v.(: (V~.») (4.3b)
fI' 

we omit here the superscript "reI" for convenience. The operators
\'1.. Hgm and H~el are self-adjoint and the relation (4.2) implies/28/ 
I 
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-iH.t _1Hcmt _iT*slt g(V,.»)
e I::> = e o ~e ng (4.4) lir el (4.9)g ~c: 2m 

for alI t~R. Rence the total propagator decompoeee naturally and 
ite centre-of-masa part representa a free motion. For our purposea, 
only the relative part is importante We are interested in the situa
tion, when the initial state of the syatem represente the undecayad 

heavy particle, 

(4.5) "1= (~u)=1fu~(6) 
t > O ,t = O • Then the state vector factorizeB at eachat 

r eI ) ~ :: e-iHgt~ = Itcm l!i' ~t,u: (4.6a) 
t Tt,u ~rel( rt,d 

where 
r el 

. _iHrelt ( 1 ) 11Tt,u ) := e g O (4.6b) 
reI
( 

'lf't,d
 
and
 

..... 2
 
'lf'~mu(X) = (2dt)-3/2 l.Lm. f eilX-YI 12t~u(Y) di (4.6c)
 

, «~fO IYI'«
 
(cf.Ref.27, Sec.IX.7). The same can be put in other words. The decay
 

is describad fully by the reduced propagator
 

• iHgt - E -iHgt t ';J( (4.7a)Ut .= pr:1(u e = u e ~'U ' 

where E denotes the projection onto ~ (Ref.', Chap.1). However, 
u reI reI uthe latter aquaLa I ~ E ,,,,here E projecte onto the one-dimen

rel -u reI uBienal eubapaoe Jtu ....., li: in:ll , and therefore the reletion (4.4) 

implies
 
_iHcmt _iHrelt
 (4.7b)

Ut = e o @ pr~el e g 

Before proceeding further, let us mention how this decompoeition looks 
like in the p-representation. The operator (2.10) expresses as \ ' 

(4.8) . V 
I ~ 

p. '34l>(: 
~ 

:J 
I

,1 
~ ~cm .~ ~cm ie a multi-and transforme H into H = HO (6) I + I e H , where HO

"cm..~'" -2 ..... g 
, 

plication operator, (HO ~) (P) =(P /2M)Y:(P) and 

5. The reduced resolvent 

In what follows, we ahall be concerned mostly with the relative motion, 
and therefore we omit the sup~rscriptB "reI". Let us first recall that 
the reduced propagator (4.7) is determined by the reduced resolvent 

(H _ z)-lR (z , H ) : = pr;f ( 5.1)
u g u g
 

as
 
f e -i.>.1; dF..,\ 11 (5.2a)Ut~ 
R 

where the vector-valued meaeure ia given by 
.:" 

~(F([.Á'f]) +P«.Á'f)})~ = 2~i 11m ![Ru(j+i"Hg)-Ru(!-i"H )lI' dJ 
''''0+ ...\ g 

(5.2b) 
(Ref.3, Sec.3.1) ; if Ru(.,H ) has a pole near the real axia, . g 
then the reduced propagator ia dominated by the corresponding exponen
tial termo In our case, the (relative) eubspace ~u ie one-dimensio
nal, so R (z,H) and U act aimply a8 multiplication by numbers 

u S t 
ru(z,Hg) end u(t) , respectively. 

Since E> O by assumption, the unperturbed Hami1 tonian has a 
simple eigenvalue E embedded in the non-simple continuouB spectrum 
~c(HO) = R+ . The perturbation problem for this eigenvalue can be 601

ved, because the interaction Hamiltonian fulfils the Friedrich! çond1~ 

.i1Qn 

E
d

VEd = O (5.3) 

We ahall work in the p-repr~Bentation,'where HO and (H O- z )- l act 
as multiplication operators. A simple algebraic argument (Ref.3, Pro
position 3.2.1) gives 

Propoeition 5.1 : The reduced resolvent (5.1) act~ as multiplication 
by 

ru(z,H = [-z + E +g2 G(z)]-1 , (5.4)g) 
'IIhere 

Iv(p)1 2 d
G(z) := f P (5.5a) .ai' 2 

z _l!..
2m 

for z € f(Hg) , in particular, for each non-real z € a: • 
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Spectrum of the operator H can be found easi1y. In p~rticu1ar, 

<5 (li >=e ss(HO) =IR+ , because
g

the operator Y is of rank two, and ess g e . 
there~ore re1ative1y compact with respect to HO{Ref.27, Sec.XIII.4). 
The crucial observation ie that ru~.,H) may be continued ana1yti 

+	 g
ca11y acroaa R , even if the fu11 reeo1vent ia not having a cut 
there. We aha1l prove that the perturbation shifts the po1e correapon
ding ~o the unperturbed eigenva1ue from the real axis to the aecond 
shee~ of the ana1ytica1ly continued ru(.,Hg) • Let us first co11ect 
the ~potheaes concerning the function v : 

ABs~ptionB 5.? : (a) v i8 spher1ca11y symmetric. In that case, the 
....	 "';;t .... )aame ia true for v , and we ehall wri te v( 11) = v 1 {p , having in mind 

that v1 ia not Fourier image of v 1 ' 

J\	 (2)'/2 fO! reinpr "Y, (p) =; l.Lm. v , (r) dr •	 (5.6) 
«-;000 O p 

The Jre1ation (5.5a) can be now rewritten as 

Iv,(p)1 2 l 
G ( z) = 4.1l" JOC» 

2 dp . ( 5. 5b ) 
O z-ll.:

2m 

(b) -the function '" ~ Iv, (J2ãlJ.) 12J2m~ can be continued ana1ytica11y
 
to a.:n open set Sl. C G: containing the point E and such that .0.0 IRc
 

C IR. -+ , i. e., there ia a holomorphic function f: J1 ~ C auch that
 
f(",) = IVt(J2iiiJ)/2~ for -\E.Q.nlR. For notationa1 convenience, we
 
write fez) = IV1 (J2iiiZ) 12J2iiiZ for non-real z too.
 

(c)· vl(~)fo 

(d) -the laet aBaumption can be rep1aced by a stronger requirement,
 
v,( p ) +O for 811 p > O •
 

Now we sha1l prove two auxi1iary assertiona : 

Lem!l!ll.8 5.': Let the function .A ~ fV1 (.J2ii'I) 12~ have a bounded
 
der~Tative in an open eet J C IR+ • Define
 

PO (V (p)12 p2
1::r{..~,v) := :P J 2 dp , (5.7) 

O ~- ~ 

whera P denotes principal value, then the function I(. ,v) ie con

tinooue in J • 

~r~of ~ Chooae an arbitrary ~O€ J • Due to the seeumpt10n, there
 
are positive 0,8 such that
 

I: 
: I 

I 

llv1 (p),2 P - Iv1 (J2iii:Ã)12J2iii:\ t ~ C Ip -)2i1i:\ I (5.8) 

ho1de for a11 P,J2iIi:iE (J2mJ.o-S,J2m.J.0 + Ó ) • The integral (5.7) can 
be then written as 

.2 (J2ID:(..t- f ) {2m(..\+f) 00 J Iv, (p)/2 p2
I(.À,v) =	 L Ik(J.,v) = f + :P f + J, 2 dp 

k= 1 O J2m(~-f) /2m(..\+f) ..\ _ ~ 
for aome \O e (O,~) • 'fie can choose ~& (0,'""0' and cf, E (O,~cfJ in
l' 

auch a way tha~ IJ2m(""±~) -./2iiM1 < ~ó ho1da for
 

/2iiü. E: (J2mJ.o - 01 ,hm-Jo + 5, ) (5.9a) 

80 that 

v'2m(~- J2mJo (5.9b) 

In what fo110we, we aha11 coneider on1y those ~ which fu1fi1 the 
condition (5.9a). The integra1s Ik<~'v) , k= 1,3 , are finite and 
Ik<·,v) are continuous at ~O due to the dominated-convergence the
ore~. It is Buff1cient there~ore to coneider the Becond integral. A 
aimp1e integration yie1da 

J2m('-\+~) (.J2.iij. -, v'2m(~+f )J
P.JJ P d = 11m . J .+ J P dP

2 2 
'/2m(,J.--tJ) ..A- E.:. '-'0+ J2m{,J,-f) .j2iiij + '1J ~ _ .E..: 

\ 2m	 I 2m 

~ ~ 
= 11m %"li- + 2m O
 

'-t()+ 7~ - ~
 
80 we have
 

~2mf(~+f~ /T (p)/2 p - IT (~)12~

1 1I 2 (,A, v ) = v 2 P dp • (5.10) 

J2m(~-f) ..\ - ~ 

According to the conditions (5.8),(5.9), the fo11owing inequa1ity hWrle 

IIV1(p) ,2 p - Iv1 (.j2iiW) 12 "2m.A I< 2m Cp 
2 P ... ~ 2mC 

'" - .P..: p + ..{2m3. 

\
2m 

thUB the rhe of (5.10) makes aenae as a Lebesgue integral and 
2(.,v)ie continuoua at ~O by the dominated co~vergence theorem. • 

Lemma 5.4 : Adopt the aSBumptiona (a) and (b). The funct10n G 
•	 Adefined by 
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for k::"1,3. Coneider now • In the second term of (5.13), 
G(z) 

G2(Z±)Im z :> O 
IV1(J2mz;J)12J2mz± -+ 1~,(~)12J2iU unifo'rmly in view of (5.8), and 

2' 2 (5.11)G.n.(z):: 41TI(Z,v) -41t i mlv, (!2IDZ)I [2mz zelRnJ'l we have the eetimate
 
2
 I{ 

G(z) - 8,,2 i mIv1(/2IDZ) 1~ Z€J), , Im z -< O J2m(J +f ) J.J!L ~ mI 2 :t 111m ~ m In f'''i~ , - /1/ • (5. 14b ) 
is holomorphic in (z : Im z '> OJ u.sl IJ2m(J.-~) z± - ~ f 
ErQQ!: One has to check that within n , the relation It remaine to cope with the firet term in (5.13). It ie easy to eee 

that 
r;:;= Iv,(p)1 2 p - lv,(J"2iilZ)1 2j2;Zlim G(~±i~) = 4~I(~,v) ~ 4~2imlvl(~)i2~ (5.12) P(p',,., 2mz) : = 2 

~ ...O+ 
Z - l!.:.2mholde. We notice firat that I(~,v) makes aense due to (b), becauBe 

ie holomorphic with reepect to p,J2mZ if only they belong to n . the assumption of the preceding lemma i8 fulfilled in that case. Hence 
Then h(l) =aF(p,u)lau ie aloo holomorphic, and therefore bounded 

one can chooee a sufficiently emall ~ and expreBs G(z) as a sum 
if p,u belong to a bounded Bubset of .n . We haveof three integraIs in analogy with the above proof ; the dominated ,

convergence theorem implies Gk(.>,±ii) -)o for k= 1,3 •43rIk(...\,v) F(p,J2mz.JJ - F(p,.J2ID;..) = (J2mz*" -J2iiW.) f h( 1) (p,/2iiW. + t(..j2mz±-j2iiiJ.»dt
Further we have O 

v2mJ(~+f) IV (p)l2 p - !"v, (J2mz±)I2 J2m~
1 ao there is a positive K euch that IF(P,~) - F(p,J2;W.) I~ 4.11' 11m 2 pdp+lil1 G2(~;tii) 

?~O+ ''''0+ J 2m(", -li ) ...\ ± i 11 - ~ ~KI../2iD.z± -~ I holds if P e: (:l2m("'-f)' J2m(..\+f)) , ...\ € J and r, ~ 
- '" ( 2m are small enough. Rence we have

(5.'13 )J2m(..\+f) 
+ 4.7T lim Iv, ( J 2mz:!) 12.j 2mz± f p dp 2 I

J2m!.;.+~) 
[F(p,bmz±' - F(p,J2m.il]p dP\ '" 2mfKI J2mz± - J2ji;j, I ., 

'1-'0+ p.J2mCJ.-~) -\±i1 - ) 2m J2m(4-~) 
(2m) 3/2eK

where z± = .A± i1 • The first limi t equala 41712 ('..Iu v) according to ~ Jf 
(5.10) and the dominated-convergence theorem. One obtains e88ily ~ 

J2m(,.Hf) since ..\~ "'O> O for -\ 4:. J • Combining this es t Lma t e wi th (5. 14) we 
lim J pdp 2 :: m lim [ln(r±i~)-ln(-f±i,)J= ~1Jtm, eee that the convergence in (5.12) is uniform. Since G(.) is easily 

1... 0+ J2m(...\-f) '"' :t i' _ ~ '7"",0+ seen to be holomorphic in the upper and lower complex halfplanes, the 
aseertion follows from the edge-of-wedge theorem/ 28/• 

while IV
1

(J2mz±)t2 j2mz± ......,.Iv, (.j'2iiiÃ) 12~ , ao we arrive at the rela •
 
tion (5.12). Next we must show that the convergence in (5.12) ia uni Remark 5.4: One has to check the uniform convergence, becauae the
 
form wi th respect to -\ in nny fini te interval J C Jl(\lR • We have remark following theorem 2-13 of Ref.2~ ia not correct : a counter


example ie represented by P( z) :: Z e il z '.J2m(..>.-f;) II
\ • /'o. 2 1 1 2 

IG, (z±) - G, (~)I ~ 4Jt f Iv , (p)1 --2 -~ Ip d p ~ Now we are in position to prove the main result of thie eection 
O Z;t- .E... ...\ - ]L2m 2m Theorem 5.5: Assume (a)-(c). Then there -is a connected oomplex 

J2~-~Y 1~,(P)12p2 neighbourhood .Q, C Jl of the point E and a posi tive e such that 
for each g e (-!,z:) ,~ 4.Jt17 1 J \ 2\\ 2 f dp

O z - E.- ~_.L 
:l: 2m 2m 

I r~('z,Hg) := [-Z+E+g2G.n.( z )) - 1 (5.15 )and the last integral can be estlmated e881ly. The third integral can
 

be treated in the Bama way j we obtain
 represents'analytic continuation of (5.4) to fz: Im z :>OJ UJ). • 
The function r (.,H) has just one singularity in Jl, ' a simple pole 

'I
 
u g(5 .148).IGk( z;J) - Gk(.\) I ~ ~ -2 !Ivlrl,I 
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at	 z =zp(g) , where 1;he function zp =~p -i~p belonge to CClO(-2,E.J 
and lte real and imaginary ~arts fulfil 

, ... ,2 2
2 Jco v 1 ( p ) · p 4 

.lp(g) = E+43Tg Y. 2 dp + O(g) • (5.16a) 
O E _ .L 

2m 

8 p(g) = 4t.1i 2mg21v1(~2mE)12{2;E + 0(g4).	 (5.16b) 

~: The aesertion concerning ana~ytic continuation folloW8 from 
Le~a 5.3 • Only poeeible singularitiea of (~.15) are zeros of the 
function f(g,z) := z - E _g2G (z) defined for g a R and z from the 
analycity domain of G • For emall enough g , one can uee the lmpli
clt-function theorem (cf.Ref.30, thme.rrr.28, rrr.31). The function f 

le inflnitely differentiable with reepect to both g and z, further 
we nave f(O,E) = O and (ar/az)(O,E):. 1 tO. Then there ie a neigh
bourhood (- E' , e') of the polnt . g =O and a uni que function z E 

oor ' 'J	 ) , Pt! C	 1..- g ,e auch that f (g ,z (g ) :. O f or Ig I ..( f ,1. e ., z (g) = 
2 P.	 P 

= E+ g G.n(z (g)) • Continuity of the partial derivatives of f implies
p , ,
 

particularly that (8f/Bz)(. ,zp(')) , i~ continuoue in (-~,~) , and
 

therefore there ie a pos i t1ve e. ~ f auch tha t 
for ge (-E.,2) • Coneequently, ru(.,Hg ) hae a 
The firet few termo of the Taylor expansion of 
caleulated : we Qbtaln 

3
 
dz d z
I I--.J2.. - O 
~ g=O - ~ g=O 

and • 

2 
d z I~ = 2Gj1(E)
dg g=O 

wh1ch imply (5.16). 

Remark 5.6: In fact, we 
one (a) and (b) only. The 
it determines the leading 
the decay width. We shall 
paper. 

~~ 

(~f/a z)( g, z (g)) +O
P 

simple pole at zp(g). 
zp	 can be e8e11y 

li 

have proved the theorem ueing the ~Beumptl
aesumption (c) ie important, however, einee 
order in the formula (5.16b) which ylelda 
return to thia problem in a sequel to th~8 
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~TTPHX H., 3KcHep rr. E2-86-209 
HepenxTHBHCTCKaH Mo~enb ~Byx~aCTH~Horo pacn~a. 
~OpMynHpOBKa sa~a~H 

HacTOH~ax pa6oTa nocBx~eHa no~po6HOMY paccMOT.peHHJO Hepe
nHTHBHCTCKOA MO~enH 6eccnHHOBOH ~aCTHUM, pacna~aJO~eHCH Ha 
~Be 5onee nerKHe ~aCTHUM, KOTopax noxo~a Ha onHcaHHe pacna~a 
V-~aCT~ B MQ~enH flH. fanHneeBCKaH KOBapHaHTHOCTb C~pMynH
pOBaHa HaAne~a~M cnoco6oM npH noMo~ yHHTapHoro npoeKTHBHoro 
npeACTaBneHHH, AeHCTByJO~ero Ha npOCTpaHCTBe COCTOHHHH MO~enH. 
0TAeiTHB ABH~eHHe ~eHTpa TH~eCTH, Mbl BhlBOAHM MepOMOp~HyJO 
CTPYKTypy npHBe~eHHOH pesonbBeHThl, ~anbHeHmHe CBOHCTBa peme
HHH fiYAYT 06CYJK,!J;eHbl BO BTOPOH ~aCTH pa50Tbl, 

Pa5oTa BbmOnHeHa B na6opaTOpHH TeopeTH~eCKOH ~HSHKH OMHH. 

Coo6weHHe OO.e.llHHeHHoro HHCTHryra IIJlepHbiX uccne,ll;oBaHHii . .Uy6Ha 1986 

Dittrich J., Exner P. E2-86-209 
A Non-Relativistic Model of Two-Particle Deca~ 
Formulation of the Problem 

In the present paper, we treat in detail a simple non
relativistic model of a spinless particle decaying into two 
lighter particles, which is similar to the Lee-model descrip
tion of V-particle decay. Galilean covariance is formulated 
properly, by means of a unitary projective representation 
acting on the state space of the model. After separating the 
centre-of-mass motion, we deduce the meromorphic structure 
of the reduced resolvent. Further properties of the solution 
will be discussed in the second part of the paper. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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